Disclaimer for AIF
Financial products, instruments and investments are subject to market risks and returns, yields
liquidity from these may vary depending on different factors that affect financial markets. There
is no assurance or guarantee that the objectives of IDFC India Equity Hedge Fund will be
achieved. Investors are not being offered any guaranteed or assured returns. Past performance
of the financial products, instruments, particular investments, portfolios and the Investment
Manager, its affiliates and group entities do not necessarily indicate the future prospects and
performance. The name of IDFC India Equity Hedge Fund or any of its Schemes does not in
any manner indicate either the quality of the products or their future prospects and returns.
Certain market related disclosures are only estimates and could be materially different from
what actually occurs in the future. As a result, actual future gains or losses could materially differ
from those that have been estimated. Investors/Potential Investors shall be fully responsible/are
liable for any decision taken on the basis of these disclosures. All investors/potential investors
should before dealing and or transacting in any of the products referred to should make their
own investigation, seek appropriate professional advice including advice from their tax
consultants.
The investments discussed in various communications may not be suitable for all investors and
persons subscribing to or investing in any product/financial instruments should do so on the
basis of and after verifying the terms attached to such product/financial instrument, including
assessing the risk applicable to such products/ investments. The Trustees IDBI Trusteeship
Services Limited (including its affiliates and group entities), the Investment Manager IDFC Asset
Management Company Limited (including its affiliates and group entities) and any of their
officers, directors, personnel and employees, shall not be liable for any loss, damage of any
nature, including but not limited to direct, indirect, punitive, special, exemplary, consequential,
as also any loss of profit in any way arising from the use of these disclosures in any manner.
The disclosures contained is for information purpose only and should not be treated as
constituting an invitation for offer to avail the services of, or to invest in any portfolios or
products advised /managed by IDFC Asset Management Company Limited (IDFC AMC) or its
subsidiaries.
These disclosures may contain certain forward looking information and statements, which are
based on current estimates/projections/assumptions/information currently available. Such
forward looking information and statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions.
These disclosures are prepared basis information, already available in publicly accessible
media or developed through internal analysis of IDFC AMC. IDFC AMC does not guarantee or
warrant that the information herein is accurate, complete and current. Where performance data
has been provided it does not guarantee future performance/results. IDFC AMC reserves the
right to make modifications and alterations to these disclosures including forward looking
statements as may be required from time to time.

Risk Factors for PMS
The Disclosures of opinions/in house views/strategy incorporated herein is provided solely to
enhance the transparency about the investment strategy of the IDFC NEO Equity Portfolio and
should not be treated as endorsement of the views, opinions or as an investment advice. Any
such disclosure should not be construed as a research report or a recommendation to buy or
sell any security. The information/ views / opinions provided is for informative purpose only and
may have ceased to be current by the time it is accessed by the recipient, which should be
taken into account before interpreting these disclosures. Financial products, instruments and
investments are subject to market risks and returns, yields, liquidity from these may vary
depending on different factors that affect financial markets. There is no assurance or guarantee
that the objectives of the IDFC NEO Equity Portfolio will be achieved. Investors are not being
offered any guaranteed or assured returns. Past performance of the financial products,
instruments, particular investments, portfolios and the Portfolio Manager, its affiliates and group
entities do not necessarily indicate the future prospects and performance. The name of the
IDFC NEO Equity Portfolio does not in any manner indicate either the quality of the products or
their future prospects and returns. The decision of the Portfolio Manager may not always be
profitable as such decisions are based on the prevailing market conditions and the
understanding of the Portfolio Manager. All readers should note and understand that the
information provided may not contain all the material aspects relevant for making an investment
decision and the stocks may or may not form part of the Portfolio of IDFC NEO Equity Portfolio
in future. Certain market related disclosures are only estimates and could be materially different
from what actually occurs in the future. As a result, actual future gains or losses could materially
differ from those that have been estimated. Recipients shall be fully responsible/are liable for
any decision taken on the basis of these disclosures. All recipients should before dealing and or
transacting in any of the products make their own investigation, seek appropriate professional
advice including advice from their tax consultants. The investments discussed in various
communications may not be suitable for all investors and persons subscribing to or investing in
any product/financial instruments should do so on the basis of and after verifying the terms
attached to such product/financial instrument, including assessing the risk applicable to such
products/ investments. The Portfolio Manager (including its affiliates and group entities) and any
of its officers, directors, personnel and employees, shall not be liable for any loss, damage of
any nature, including but not limited to direct, indirect, punitive, special, exemplary,
consequential, as also any loss of profit in any way arising from the use of this material in any
manner. IDFC Asset Management Company Limited reserves the right to make modifications
and alterations to these disclosures as may be required from time to time.

Disclaimer for IDFC NEO Equity Portfolio
The Portfolio Manager follows sophisticated Artificial Intelligence and Machine learning based
computing models in various stages of the investment process for IDFC NEO Equity Portfolio.
The various stages, input variables, underlying processes, and output formats are a simplified
representation of the entire investment process and may cover only limited parts of the actual
process. The actual process takes inputs from multiple sources, and involves many other sub
steps and complex calculations apart from mentioned in the presentation. The Machine
Learning process may incorporate millions of sub processes as part of its learning process and
apply the same for output determination. The complexity of this processes may make it
impossible/impractical to display the same in its entirety. The investment process is flexible and
adaptable to changes as per the market conditions and changes in various factors. The Portfolio
Manager reserves all rights to change the investment process in the best interest of the
investors. The portfolio does not guarantee any returns on investment nor any capital protection.
Investment in equity markets and in financial instruments are subject to market risk.

Disclaimer for MF
MUTUAL FUND INVESTMENTS ARE SUBJECT TO MARKET RISKS, READ ALL SCHEME
RELATED DOCUMENTS CAREFULLY.
The Disclosures of opinions/in house views/strategy incorporated herein is provided solely to
enhance the transparency about the investment strategy / theme of the Scheme and should not
be treated as endorsement of the views / opinions or as an investment advice. This document
should not be construed as a research report or a recommendation to buy or sell any security.
This document has been prepared on the basis of information, which is already available in
publicly accessible media or developed through analysis of IDFC Mutual Fund. The information/
views / opinions provided is for informative purpose only and may have ceased to be current by
the time it may reach the recipient, which should be taken into account before interpreting this
document. The recipient should note and understand that the information provided above may
not contain all the material aspects relevant for making an investment decision and the stocks
may or may not continue to form part of the scheme’s portfolio in future. The decision of the
Investment Manager may not always be profitable, as such decisions are based on the
prevailing market conditions and the understanding of the Investment Manager. Actual market
movements may vary from the anticipated trends. This information is subject to change without
any prior notice. The Company reserves the right to make modifications and alterations to this
statement as may be required from time to time. Neither IDFC Mutual Fund / IDFC AMC Trustee
Co. Ltd./ IDFC Asset Management Co. Ltd nor IDFC, its Directors or representatives shall be
liable for any damages whether direct or indirect, incidental, punitive special or consequential
including lost revenue or lost profits that may arise from or in connection with the use of the
information.

